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Gore Stresses Promotion
Of Federalized Sciences
By John Kennedy
Albert Gore, Tennessee's senior senator, addressed the local
chapter of Sigma Xi medical
fraternity on "Science and the
Public Concern" on Feb. 17 at
8:00 p.m., in lecture room B of
Frazier-Jelke Science Building.
According to the Senator, federal involvement began as far
back as the 1920's when the government subsidized private industry to develop aircraft. Proceeding from this example, he
maintained that current needs
for scientific advance are too
big for the private sector of society to handle alone.
THE GREAT progress that
the United States has made in
technology and Gross National
Product has been possible bec a us e of the partnership between government and private
industry. Even when the purpose of a federal program is not
to spur technological growth, it
will be a natural result, as in
the space program Which has
led to great advancement in the
fields of communications and
electronics.

Gore explained that there are
armament would make it possithree main functions which are ble to divert more resources to
performed by the government
other necessities, but he called
out of necessity: (1) determin- for more public interest in soing the level of funding to divert
cial goals.
to research, (2) establishing
SENATOR G O R E also expriorities with our limited monpressed the fear that the danetary and manpower resources,
and (3) collecting and dispers- ger of a technological society,
"aside from the more obvious
ing funds.
one of blowing ourselves up"
WHILE RAISING funds and
lies in overspecialization and the
determining the level of expend- tendency of each individual to
itures are very real problems to concentrate his activities in
him, Senator Gore spent the last narrowing fields. Such a process
portion of his speech pointing leads to a lack of attention to
out the pressing need for estab- the overall view of problems
li shing new priorities. As it
and needs. More than ever we
stands now, defense, atomic en- need a c t iv e participation by
ergy, and space exploration re- men of science and technology
ceive nearly ninety per cent of in government.
the federal funds while domesAfter he completed the main
tic needs are seriously underbody
of his address, Gore
funded.
opened the floor to questions.
He said that the paramount
question of the next ten or twen- The questions were primarily
ty years will be determining directed toward the combating
whether to appropriate funds to of the massive lobbying power
the military-industrial complex of the components of the military-industrial complex. Gore's
or to programs to ulfill domestic needs such as urban, racial answers were addressed to the
and health problems. The attain- fact that the lobby is so well
ment of world peace and dis- organized and plays so much on
the chauvinism of the American
people that constant combat is
needed.

Earth Breaks At Southwestern
For Clough Humanities Center
By Loyd Templeton
Ground-breaking for Southwestern's new S. DeWitt Clough
Humanities Center will be Monday morning, Feb. 24th, at 10:00
a.m. Special guests include Mrs.
Rachel Clough Littler, Mr. Hugo
Dixon, and members of the
Board of Trustees of the Meeman Foundation. The building
is made possible through the

Tunisian Delegate
Conducts Seminars
By Bill Gilkerson
Mr. Mahoud iMestiri, the perman en t representative to the
UN from Tunisia, will speak at
Southwestern on Thursday,
Feb. 26, at 10:20 a.m. and 3:00
p.m. in the East Lounge of the
student center. Mr. Mestiri also
represents his North African
country as Ambassador to Canada, having been appointed to
both posts in 1967.
AT THE AGE of thirty-nine,
Mr. Mestiri has had broad experience both in international
diplomacy and in the internal
politics of Tunisia. After education at Paris and 'Lyon, he
served in various capacities in
the Tunisian foreign office and

By Chuck McNeal
Southwestern students Ann
Barber, Julia Ann Flemming,
Debbie Sale. Julian Bolton, Jimmy Cogswell, and Chuck McNeal attended the Southern
Area Conference of the National
Student Association in Atlanta,
Georgia, Feb. 13-15.
The conference, which was
structured around the theme of
"White Racism in the South,"
opened Thursday night with a
showing of CBS's documentary
on the Ku Klux Klan in America.
F R IDIAY MORNING John
HONOR COUNCIL
ELECTIONS
The Southwestern student
body voted Wednesday for
president and vice-president
of the Honor Council. Mark
Houston was elected p r e s ident over Charlie Tuggle, and
Rosemary Wood will serve as
veep, having defeated Dan
Hatzenbuehler.

Campus Briefs

All Vehicles Will Require City Tags
City Automobile tags are now
required on all cars which are
frequently driven on the streets
of Memphis. This applies to
students attending colleges and
universities in Memphis who
own/and or drive automobiles
while they are attending school
here.
The required sticker costs fifteen dollars for Memphis cars,

places as camps, motels, summer resorts and many other
establishments all o ver the
United States and in some foreign countries.

Office.

lems as the Congo and Bizerte.

door sculpture court.
CLASSROOMS will occupy
the third floor of the new

He also headed the American

Humanities Center, with faculty

rectories for 1969 are now avail-

Monsieur Marcel Blisten e,
brought direct from France by
"L'Alliance Francaise de Memphis," will speak in the student
center Sunday, Feb. 23 at 3
p.m.
Monsieur Blistene's subject
will be the life of the famous
French singer, Edith Piaf. His
"'causerie" will be in French
with a short resume in English.
In addition, slides will be shown.
Saturday evening Monsieur
Blistene will be honored by "L'-

desk in his nation's Foreign Af-

offices planned for the fourth

fairs Department for a time.

floor.

able for student use in the li.
brary. They list jobs in such

Alliance Francaise" at a dinner
at the Four Flames Restaurant.

in the UN Security Comlcil during the late 1950's and early
1960's, dealing with s4ch prob-

p

generous gift s of Mrs. Littler,
Mr. Dixon, the Meeman Foundation, the late Miss Etta Hanson, and an anonymous donation of $100,000.
CONSTRUCTION of the $1,200,000 four-story center will
s t a r t immediately with occupancy expected in September
of 1970. The ground floor of the
new humanities center will
house the departments of anthropology and psychology, with
classrooms, laboratory facilities, and an anthropology museum.
The main floor will feature
the Clough Gallery, housing the
Clough Collection and the Hanson Art Memorial. The Hanson
Memorial contains an extensive
collection of Chinese porcelain,
textiles, water colors and prints
from the Far East, and a comprehensive collection of Japanese wood cuts.
THE MEEMAN CENTER for
Continuing Education will occupy the south wing of the main
floor.
The Hugo N. Dixon Fine Arts
Wing, north main floor, will
feature a sculpture studio, painting studio, and graphics studio,
in addition to classrooms and
offices. Focal point of the Dixon
Fine Arts Wing will be the out-

HE VEHEMENTLY denounced generals who make
pronouncements on domestic
and scientific policy without
having sufficient facts or knowledge at their command. As an
example he cited a comment of
General Westmoreland stating
that it is certain that an antiballistic missile system would
work when knowledgeable scientists can give no assurance of
success in.such a venture.
As Senator Gore said, the sad
fact is that the General will be
heard, while the views of qualifie d scientists may be overlooked by both the Congress and
the electorate.

NSA Explores Racism Theme
At Southern Area Conference

.
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ten dollars for ears outside of
Shelby County. The deadline is
April 1, 1969. They may be obtained in Room 319, City Hall,

or in the County Court Clerk's
Two summer employment di-

.

McDermott addressed the conference on the role of the university and questioned whether
the university even has a role
today. That afternoon the large
assembly divided into s m a l
groups, or workshops, to discuss
such topics as racism, the draft,
student government and the
quest for student power, educational reforms, and community
organizing. The activities on
Friday were concluded with a
showing of David Weiss's No
Vietnamese Ever Called Me
Nigger.
Saturday afternoon, Julian
Bond, Georgia state legislator,
and E. T. Morgan, an officer of
the American Civil Liberties
Union, participated in a panel
discussion on racism.
The NSAers were entertained
Saturday night by the Southern
Folk Festival under the direction of Bernice Reagan. Sunday
morning the conference was concluded with an address on the
Biafrian situation by Char les
Kenyata, leader of the New
York Mau-Mau's.
THROUGHOUT THE CONF E RE N CE, disapproval was
voiced concerning the schism
which developed the first day
when black delegates decided to
operate the i r own workshops
and hold closed caucus meetings.

Social Constitution
DefinesNew Group
The Constitutional Committee
of the Social Regulations Council is meeting frequently in order to better define itself and
its relation to student groups
and the student body at large.
This is being done in the context
of writing a constitution.
THE MEETINGS occur from
6:00 until 7:00 p.m., Sundays,
Tuesdays, and Thursdays, usually in Room 310 of the Student
Center.
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Editorial-

A Serious Ignorance
Over the last month, we have heard and read much about
students and their unwelcomed ways. But the many observations and grievances have consisted mostly of empty rhetoric
and sensationalism stemming from a total misunderstanding
of the student personality.
Students have been stereo-typed as head-strong anarchists,
screaming for the right to be obscene and to destroy. This typing results, from superficial interpretation of a small part of
student action. The origin and evolution of their action has
almost been totally dismissed as evidence, the encounter with
irrational obstacles and the resulting honest grievances ignored.
Students are constantly criticized for always being against
something, for seeking to destroy, not build. Critics should
take a lesson from their own comments.
It would seem from all the talk that students are not supposed to live but only go to school. But they are demanding the
right to be concerned, the right to fully participate in society.
Their approach to life and the world around them is one of
seriousness driven by a fierce demand for honesty at all times.
Youthful exuberance may be a factor in many actions. But understanding involves a process; in the majority of cases, when
their actions are not obstructed by projudice and stupidity,
their seriousness emerges and becomes the prime motivating
force.
The Sou'wester has been pleased that the administration
has recognized this seriousness and begun to engage in constructive dialogue with students. However, we have doubts
about the rest of the community.
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The science of communications has done Memphis little or
no good. In fact, if one relied
completely on papers, radio and
television, the only impression
that one would get is that Memphis was settled in the summer
of 1964 by Mayor Loeb, Dick
Hawley, and the Invaders. Time
(I think) called Memphis "a
stagnant backwater town."
Surely this critique is too harsh.
In a (n e v e r-say-surrender)
search to bring the readers of
Friday a report on what to see
and when to see it, I take up the
subject of films in Memphis.
Since, however, certain types of
cinema are political hot potatoes, I will limit myself to skin
flicks because they don't have
nasty words.
Memphis is a tremendous
place to do research in this
area, with no fewer than three
full-time epidermal amphitheatres. In fact, cempetition to lure
patrons has gotten so rough that
Saturday night one place even
has live-on-our-stage go-go girls.
(When a theatre manager puts

So

It

his 14 year-old daughter on
stage, it shows a severe shortage
of dirty old men.) The Bluff
City was even blessed with a
Gala World Premiere last year.
The bill of fare on a typical
Saturday night includes buying
the ticket, trying to find a safe
place to sit, and watching a
shortie and then one or two
longies (as they are known in
the trade).
While handing you your tick.
et, the lady is either thinking
that you look too young or that
you're a new pervert just in off
the boat. In either case she will
touch money and ticket rather
gingerly and the whole transaction is carried out with visible
disgust.
Perhaps the toughest part of
the evening is the procuring of
a safe vantage point for every
member of your expedition.
(No one is fool enough to go
alone!) Neither is it wise to sit

in the middle
cause you can
on the outside,
nerable to any

of the aisle, bebe boxed in, nor
since you're vulpasser-by.

The shortie is invariably a
travelogue. The plot is static.
The nudists are given an island,
if they can live on it for thirty
days without the aids of civilization. They carry along a nonnudist to judge. He falls in love
with girl and decides that bareness is not bad. THE END.
The longies are more subtle.
And the writers must be expert
psychologists. Masochism and
sadism run rampant on the
screen. A quick glance at your
fellow patrons reveals the successfulness of this technique.
Many have a sort of glazed-over
look in their eyes. Others sweat
profusely from the hands and
forehead. And this is after
they've seen the film four times.
But then it's hard work being
a member of the Censor Board.

e

GrimEstabishmentDamnsSocratesTheRed
pathetic with France.
Neither can he enter the Soviet Union or other communist
countries, because of his outspoken anti-communist views.
In his own Germany he is in
danger of arrest if he undertakes any further political demonstrations.
AS JOSEPH PAPP has said,
"It's tough to be free."
Cohn-Bendit's liberation consists of his ability to think and
function in depth while still

keeping his sense of humor.
Unfortunately, his interviewer,
Mike Wallace, mistook this for
arrogance.
Mr. Wallace referred to his
guest as a "theatrical person"
and nearly lost his meager cool
when Danny accused Johnson,
Humphrey, Nixon, and Agnew
of lacking intelligence. Shame,
shame. Former Alabama governors who say things like that
end up, running for President,
but young protesters get branded as "arrogant."

Journalists Sensationalize Their
Accounts Of Student Activities

BLAISE PASCAL once wrote,
"To make light of philosophy is
to be a true philosopher." But
when Danny boy tries to "make
light" it somehow becomes construed as irresponsibility. We
are told "Be grave, be serious."
The bomb is hanging over us.
Mother Mary pray for us all.
The psycho wards are full of
people who took that attitude.

Danny "The Red" Cohn-Bendit was interviewed Tuesday on
CBS's Sixty Minutes. A first
rate chance to see what the
establishment does to a truly
free man. Of all the people in
Europe, Cohn-Bendit is probably the most liberated, most
truly "free" person. Yet he cannot visit France, since he led
demonstrations there, and he is
barred from Britain and the
Unit e d States because these
countries are supposedly sym-

By John Zeh
CPS Opinion
WASHINGTON - During the
recent occupation of Chicago
University's administration
building by 300 students, United
Press International moved a
story telling about how the
demonstrators would resist if
police tried to evict them.
As used in the Washington
Sunday Star, the 12-paragraph
account was full of talk about
"barricades, closed-door meetings, planning tactics, rumors,
red flags, agitators" and other
alarmist, if colorful, verbiage.
But nowhere in the wire service story was there an explanation of the peaceful sit-in.
SEN. CHARLES GOODELL
(D-N.Y.), who filled the late
Sen. Robert Kennedy's seat,
spoke in Buffalo last Sunday. "I
find it disturbing," he said,
"that often disruption is given
so much publicity that the
cause of dissent is virtually unknown. There has been an obvious breakdown in understanding of your position on many
things," he told students.
The national president of the
American College Public Relations Association, Michael Radock of the University of Mich-

igan, also noted recently that
the public's view of what's happening on campus has been distorted by the mass media.
EVEN ACTING PRESIDENT
S. I. Hayakawa of San Francisco State College, to whom the
media has been very kind, can
find sharp words for journalists.
After Hayakawa f in ished
testifying before the Ho u s e
Education Subcommittee last
week, he answered questions
for television crews. A slick TV
newsman, less reserved than
Ronald Reagan might be, asked
him, "You mean you have
radicals on your faculty and
you can't fire them?" Hayakawa shot back, "Sir, you can't
fire a professor just because
he's a radical. There is such a
thing as academic freedom,
you know."
Even the Congressmen holding the hearings on student unrest asked questions of Hayakawa that are being answered
every day in the college press.
They obviously read the establishment press and watch television faithfully, and they denornstrate the same ignorance,
misunderstanding and reactionism from which the general
public suffers.

THE TROUBLE with taking
things too seriously is that you
lose your ability to synthesize.
If you get too serious about the
things you read in the ScrippsHoward press, you find it hard
to get serious about the things
you read in New Left Notes. If
you do take both seriously,
you've got a paradox on your
hands. If you don't, then you're
not seeing both sides of the
story.
The trick is to try to understand both sides and then synthesize. Grain of salt and all
that.
Unfortunately, Mike Wallace
couldn't see that
Cohn-Bendit
didn't even take himself "seriously." Danny "The Red" is always looking, learning, and relating, and he expects others to
do the same when they listen to
him. And this is what makes
Danny free, even though the
doors to the nations of the world
are closed to him.
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UN

Southwestern Enters Model UN
By Charles Frame
Southwestern will be sending
a four-member delegation representing the Ukranian Soviet
Socialist Republic to the Midwest Model United Nations being held in St. Louis, Mo., Feb.
19-22.
The Southwestern group will
be faced with questions on the
Vietnam and Palestinian crises,
disarmament, Nambian independence, and sealed exploration. There are also indications
that the Czechoslovakian crisis
will come to the attention of the
General Assembly, although it
is not on the agenda.
IN THE PAST, Southwestern
has represented the U.A.R., Israel, and the Central African
Republic. Last year's delegation
was voted one of the top three
delegations along with Georgetown University and the University of Illinois.

This year's delegation, in spite
of being confined by the nature
of the country it is representing, feels that there is still room
enough for them to do an equitable job.
Members of this year's group
are Charles Frame, Gayle Welker, Peter Casparian, and Michael Kelley.
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SENATOR Albert Gore strikes differing poses during the
course of a Sou'western interview.

'Press-Scimitar' Article Stirs
Controversy On Wine Interview
By Judy Warren
On Feb. 13 and 14, the Memp h i s Press-Scimitar published
two articles by Kay Pittman
Black, concerning Ginger magazine and the interview with
Lance "Sweet Willie Wine"
Watson.
In her articles Mrs. Black
writes of a controversy which
she purports to be causing hot
discussion on the Southwestern
campus, gives excerpts from the
Wine interview, and prints quotations f r o m various students,
alums, and administrative personnel.
When interviewed Mrs. Black
clarified the controversy which
she maintains does exist-among the alumni. "We probably wouldn't have ever written
anything about it if the alums
hadn't gotten concerned and
called in about it."
Mrs. Black first received a
copy of the article from PressScimitar "Good Evening" columist Robert Johnson. A Southwestern alumni and former associate editor of the Southwestern literary magazine, Mr. Johnson expressed his views on Ginger in his Feb. 18 column: "The
current magazine is not literary
and not very literate. It needed
an editor."
Mr. Johnson defends the editor's right to print such an article and states how he personally feels, but he adds, "He is
attending a school supported by
Presbyterian synods and by men
who give their money to maintain an educational institution
with a certain intellectual climate. If they have any sense at
all they are not apt to want to
give their money to help someone whose purpose is to gut
them as soon as he gets out of
the college they have made possible."
President Alexander said he
had received no threats from
alumni about withdrawing their
support from the college.
"Alumni support the college because they owe it something.
They are better off for having
been here. It is not a question
of whether they owe the college
something but how much they
owe the college:" Dr. Alexander
stated that he did not support
Southwestern because of. a literary magazine and would not
withdraw his support because of
Ginger. "It is not the presence
or absence of a literary magazine but the presence or absence
of institutional purpose."
After a talk with Dr. Alexander at a Southwestern "smoker"
at the Sheraton Motor Inn Mr.
Johnson stated in his Feb. 19
column that "he (Dr. Alexander) changed my thinking
some."
I still don't like what
happened in the magazine, but
it's a small thing when weighed

with what Dr. Kelso, Dr. Strickler, and Alan Tate meant to
me."
According to the Press-Scimitar, Jim Breytspraak, a former
president of the Southwestern
Alumni Association, has been
contacting other alums and
board members to do "something" about Ginger. "I think
it is just terrible. The purpose
of higher learning is to emphasize the nice things of life and
culture rather than this. I found
the whole publication trashy."
In quoting Ginger Mrs. Black,
of necessity, omitted a large
portion of the article. When
asked if she felt it was biased
in any way, she replied, "I was
told to write it by the city editor
and I wrote it. No, I took the
highlights out of it."
A question was raised as to
the omission of three sentences
attributed to Wine which immediately followed Wine's remark
that '"Capitalism breeds corruption." Ginger is quoted as replying, "I agree with you."
When the three sentences were
omitted it changed the context
of the statement to which Ginger replied. Mrs. Black stated
that she had included these sentences in her article but they
had been cut at the copy desk
due to lack of space.
One of the students interviewed by Mrs. Black, Tom
Teasley, has maintained that he
was misquoted. In a letter to
Press-Scimitar editor Charles
Schneider, he complained that
Mrs. Black's question-"Have
you read the militant article
about Willie Watson in Ginger
magazine?" - was leading.
Nonetheless, Mr. Teasley says
that the question did not elicit
from him the published response that "the interview was
very militant itself."
In her reply to Mr. Teasley,
Mrs. Black states that she did
not misquote him and that it is
not the business of a newspaper
to interpret a quote or place the
question asked by a reporter before the reply.

SW Orchestral Group
Stages Second Concert
The Southwestern Orchestra
directed by Dr. Vernon H. Taylor will present its second concert for the season of 1968-69 on
Tuesday, Feb. 25, at 8:15 p.m.
in Hardie Auditorium. The first
part of the program will be the
Sinfonia No. 1 by Gluck and the
Concerto in D Major by Tartini.
Featured will be Efrim Fruchtman on the viol da gamba and
Carol Fruchtman on the harpsichord. The second half of the
program will be Mozart's Concerto in A Major, featuring Lester Neese on the clarinet. The
program will be closed with
Schubert's Symphony No. 3.
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Gore Limns Body Politics

In 'Sou'wester' Interview
Although obviously enjoying
the people and conversation at
an informal coffee before his
speech last Monday night, Senator Albert Gore graciously consented to a spur-of-the-moment
interview with Sou'wester reporters Ray Winkler, John Kennedy,
and Jim McElroy. Senator Gore
proved to be both personable and
perspective in the all too brief
discussion. After 15 minutes, the
reporters reluctantly yielded to
the senator'J audience, allowing
him a final moment of study before he proceeded with his address on "Science and the Public
Concern."
SOU'WESTER: What future
do you see within the next 2 to 4
years for the Democratic party
and especially where will its
constituency come from?
GORE: Well, group politics
has lost much of its steam. The
Democratic Party finds support
in all segments of our society.
I think the possibility of increased support will come from
those who left the party because
of the disenchantment with the
Viet Nam war, from those who
felt that one party had been in
power long enough and that a
2-party system was served by
allowing the minority party to
be in principal office at least
now and then.
I think that it would pick up
strength from the youth who for
the last 3 or 4 years have been
rather severly alienated from
not only the Democratic party
put the body politic. This may
be just an assumption on my
part, but the intellectuals, the
students, the inquisitive, the
assertive, those who'are not
satisfied with the status quo
will rally to the Democratic
party.
SOU'WESTER: What's going
on right now in the leadership
of the Democratic party? For
instance, who is in control? I
remember ieading the statement last week by Mr. Humphrey which implied that he intended to remain in charge.
GORE: The leadership of the
Democratic party is focused in
the United States Senate.
SOU'WESTER: What do you
think is the significance of Kennedy's being elected whip?
GORE: I think this is a part
of the focus of leadership. This
is why I could believe in undertaking to bring him into that
position. I thought that the loss
of the White House created a
vacuum of leadership for the
party.
We have also lost the governorships of several of our
major states. Even if we had
all the governors, the national
spotlight is no longer on state
houses but on national policy,
upon the national capitol. And
the Democratic National Committee has failed to provide any
effective leadership for several
years now. So I felt that the
leadership of the party of the
whole country would be focused
upon the Democratic party
within the United States Senate.
That being true, it was imperative that we have in positions of leadership in the Sepate men, not of sectional view.
point, but of national viewpoint.

SOU'WESTER: A committee
has been formed in the Democratic party now to go about
changing convention procedures
for electing delegates. There
have been a great number of
criticisms about the way Senator Harris has gone about it
and the people he was appoint-

ing. Do you have anything to
say about that?
GORE: I don't believe so. I
have no particular criticism
about his selections. We do not
need to reform our procedure.
In fact, the national convention
itself -set that underway. I
think reform has already-occurred or will occur or should
occur.
It may have some importance
as to just who is chairman of
this committee or who is a
member of this committee and
who is not. But I doubt if it
makes too much difference in
the long run. The tide is running. And whoever is appointed
is going to have to ride with the
tide.
SOU'WESTER: This goes
back somewhat to the question
of the youth in America right
now. William White pointed out
last fall that both Eugene McCarthy ,and George Wa 11a ce
were dabbling in what he called
the politics of rule or ruin.
Now in the future it's pretty
obvious that if the two-party
system is to keep going they're
going to have to draw back in
some of those segments of the
population which have become
alienated. Now, can the Democratic party withstand the force
of Gene McCarthy's knight on
a white horse? And if they can,
what's the best way to go about
it? I realize that having Kennedy, a young figure-head, as
whip will bring back the youth
to some degree, but McCarthy
is already speaking of trying a
third party venture of his own
in '72. What will the Democratic
party do? What can they do in
the future to assure the return
of the youth to one of the two
major camps?
GORE: Well, you use one
word in describing Senator Kennedy to which I think I must
take exception. Perhaps you
didn't intend to use it. You referred to him as a young figure-head. He is not a figurehead at all; he is a very able
senator, a man capable of na-

tional leadership.
Now, as to what the party can
do, I think it can and I think it
must and I think it will provide leadership characterized
by intellectual integrity.
If
there's anything the youth
of America detests and despises
it's phoniness, it's posturing,
it's irresponsibility, it's dodging of issues. The youth want
the truth and they want it
straight. They want someone
with the courage to state the
truth and to .act 'according to
the logic of the truth. I believe
the Democratic party is capable
of this. I hope so.
SOU'WESTER: What would
be the effect of the Nixon administration upon a id programs, more specifically on the
OEO?
GORE: Well, President Nixon
really hasn't taken any position
yet. He has been trying to reposture himself from some of
the irrational positions taken
during the campaign, such as
opposition to ratification of the
non-proliferation treaty.
There are several instances
I could cite. Two more come
to mind right now. The surtax.
During the campaign he was
very much opposed to the surtax, but now the Secretary of
the Treasury and his economic
advisor have both indicated
that it may not only be necessary to extend it next year, but
through 1970. And then he was
going to clean house at the
state department. But in his
visit to the state department
he very genially said that the
foreign service was the best
in the world. Now, I'm not saying this critically, I'm saying
that he engaged in some political oratory, and he's not the
first one to have done so. But
it has taken him a period of
time to reposture, to reposition himself to the point that he
might command a m-ajority
leadership. He's in a difficult
position. He, after all, is a minority President, el e c ted by
some 43% of the popular vote.

News Analysis

Widener Orates On Injustice,
Flings Out Verbal Thunderbolts
By Michael Kelley
Last Thursday, Mrs. Alice
Widener, a nationally syndicated
columnist, appeared at Southwestern's East Lounge to express her views on the problems
facing the United States today,
or so the audience believed. Instead, the audience, composed
of both the Southwestern and
the Memphis communities, was
treated to an hour of egocentric
comments that contributed little
to the intellectual development
of anyone present.
Mrs. Widener (whose chief
qualification seemed to be the
fact that she was enplaning for
Brussels, Belgium, after her
talk) flung verbal thunderbolts
at Lane Johnston who had written, according to Mrs. Widener,
an "untrue and dishonest" article in the Commercial Appeal
concerning the speech she had
made the night before.
MRS. WIDENER, who calls
herself a close confidant of
many student radicals who
write to her for advice and who

Is permissible; she supports all
legal forms of dissent.
She also feels that the problems of the students lie in the
educational system itse If, as
many students do not belong in
school and have no desires for
"book learning." Mrs. Widener's solution to the problem is
to keep the students in areas
where they are interested, such
as vocational training, thus
solving most of the basic frustrations that drive the student
radicals.
ON THE QUESTION of the
role of the Negro, Mrs. Widener
illuminated the audience with
such comments as "Rome
wasn't built in a day" and "it
takes blood, sweat, land tears"
to create the type of life you
would like to have. Thus, the
Negro's position is one from
which he must claw his way
to the surface of society while
the rest of society looks on and

has even sat in on an SDS

that the U. S. must beware of
the leftist plottings and the insidious effect of dishonest
teachers and professors on

meeting where the leftist students were plotting violent revolution, holds that dissent

within the framework of society

cheers.
The woman columnist summed up her talk with a warning

American youth.
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Recommended Viewing

SUNDAY, FEB. 23
3:00 p.m. (Channel 10) NET Playhouse. Talking to a Stranger. A quartet of dramas by John Hopkins recounting the
incidents of a lost weekend as viewed by different members of the Stephens family.
5:00 p.m. (Channel 10) NET Festival. Report. Music as
inspiration for films will be exemplified through "Eleanor
Rigby": a sequence from the Beatles' animated Yellow
Submarine.
7:00 p.m. (Channel 3) Ed Sullivan. Broadway takes a bow
as Ed presents stars and other cast members from three
musical hits. Herschel Bernardi, Anita Gillette, Harry
Goz, and Martin Ross perform hit songs from Fiddler
on the Roof, Cabaret, and Zorba.
7:00 p.m. (Channel 10) PBL. Europe Under the Dollar.
PBL examines the growing economic and political influence of U. S. private industry in European countries.
MONDAY, FEB. 24
8:00 p.m. (Channel 10) Black Journal. A report on the influence of Malcolm X on the black-freedom movement
four years after his assassination.
TUESDAY, FEB. 25
8:30 p.m. (Channel 3) CBS Playhouse. The Experiment. A
drama of young rebels in conflict with the business
establishment. Script by veteran TV, Broadway and
film writer Ellen M. Violett.
THURSDAY, FEB. 27
7:00 p.m. (Channel 3) President Nixon's Trip. CBS correspondents in New York and European capitals join in
this recap and analysis of President Nixon's trip to
Europe.
FRIDAY, FEB. 28
11:00 a.m. (All Channels) Apollo 9 Space Flight. The Saturn
V rocket is scheduled to lift off at 11 a.m. carrying
astronauts James McDivitt, David Scott and Russel
Schweickart.
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Bergman Movie Searches
For Secular Realizations
The following article is com-

posed of excerpts of a chapter
taken from the recently published
Ingmar Bergman And the Search
for Meaning by Jerry H. Gill, Assistant Professor of Philosophy at
Southwestern. For both Bergman
film fans and friends of Professor
Gill, the book is on sale in the
Adult Education Center for nine-

ty-five copperoonies.
In Through a Glass Darkly
the four characters are depicted
as being fundamentally
estranged from one another.
The father, David, is an author
who has devoted so much time
to his own work, and has become so analytical concerning
people, that he finds it almost
impossible to relate to the members of his own family. He treats
them as objects, not as persons.
The daughter, Karin, is suffer.
ing from schizophrenia, and has
been hospitalized several times
in the past. She is sensitive to
her own feelings and those of
others, but is unable to control
or relate to them. Karin's husband, Martin, is a physician,
and seems to be on the outside

Russian Pianist Performs
In Baron Hirsch Program
By Robert Lucero
Grigory Sokolov, nineteenyear-old Russian pianist, will
give a recital Feb. 24 at 8:30
p.m. at Baron Hirsch Synagogue. The program will include
sonatas of Schubert, Chopin,
and Prokofiev, and eight short
pieces by Scriabin.
THE PROKOFIEV will be the
Sonata No. 7 in B-Flat Major,
Op. 83, one of the three which
World War II inspired. After
being introduced in the United
States by Vladimir Horowitz in
1945, it has become one of the
most acclaimed pieces in twentieth century piano literature.
Mr. Sokolov at sixteen
was the youngest person ever to
win the International Tschaikovsky Competition in Moscow.
In 1966 he won over Misha
Dichter, who performed last

year in the Baron Hirsch Series. By the time he was seven,
Sokolov had so well displayed
his musical gifts that he was
enrolled in the Leningrad Conservatory. Since his triumph in
the Tchaikovsky, the pianist
has toured widely inside Russia,
and for the last two years he
has also performed elsewhere.
MR. SOKOLOV is on his first
American tour. He made his
New York debut Jan. 21 in a
concert with the Little Orchestra Society. His American tour
has also included recitals in

Philadelphia, Washington, Detroit and other major cities. On
March 2 - the Sunday after his
Monday night recital at Baron
Hirsch Sokolov will make
another New York appearance
as soloist with the Moscow State
Symphony Orchestra in the last
of its twelve Carnegie Hall Concerts.
Mr. Sokolov's Memphis recital will be the third of five events
in the Baron Hirsch series.
Tickets will be available at the
door or may be secured in advance at the synagogue.

I

of the famil y, emotionally
speaking. He loves Karin, but
is unable to understand or help
her. Although somewhat bewildered, he senses that Karin's
father is to blame for the lack
of family Gemiltlichkeit. Finally, there is Minus, Karin'syoung
brother, who seems to be full of
creativity and energy, but who
is very confused and disappointed in his relation to his
father and his sister.
Without denying the m anysidedness of Through a Glass
Darkly, I would like to suggest
that its major theme is very
closely related to that of The
Seventh Seal. The central question in both films has to do
with determining the most adequate response to the vicissitudes and meaninglessness of
human existence. How does one
face and deal with a world in
which both cosmic and interpersonal significance is lost? In
The Seventh Seal the traditional,
at least medieval, Christian rational idealism was laid to rest
forever. What then are the alternatives ?
One alternative is portrayed
by Karin's seeking after a direct confrontation with divine
reality. The particular form her
disease takes endows her with
an extremely heightened sense
of hearing, and with a confidence that God is going to appear to her. It is to be granted
that there is also an element of
the erotic connected with her
disease, but I believe that this
does not detract from the religious question. At best it is
simply an addition, and at worst
it is extraneous. In the climatic
scene where she finally loses
touch with reality, Karin actually sees God. Her long-awaited
moment arrives. He comes out
of the wall--in the form of a

spider.
Here then is one approach to
the tensions and absurdity of
lif e. It has certain affinities
with the mystical approach, but

in the end it not only reduces to
an escape from life, rather than
a dealing with it, but there is
also an indication that it leads to
the breaking up of the personality. In theological terms the god
offered here is grotesque and
grossly inadequate. And so now
both traditional rational idealism and mysticism have been
rejected.
In the film's last scene, which
many critics have ignored, but
which I take to be the ideological climax, after Karin has been
taken away to the asylum, Minus expresses his despondency in
the words "anything can happen." Then follows a quiet discussion between father and son
about the reality of God in such
a "wide open" world, and David
states his belief that God is love,
and can only be known through
love. He does not speak in theological terminology, but in personal, experiential categories.
And he implies that at best such
a faith is a "touch and go" matterm, which takes place
"through a glass, darkly." This
sensitive conversation establishes a qualitatively new relation
between father and son, and in
the last lines of the film, Minus
says in a pleasantly surprised
tone, "Father spoke to me!"
Thus, to demand objective experience of God, whether in the
form of answers or in the form
of direct confrontation is to ask
for too much. The only honest
way to respond to human existence is by means of practical,
genuine love and action, tempered by a realistic awareness
of the present limitations of our
vision.

TAPE
RECORD
AUDIOSALE
Selected Four-Track Stereo
Open Reel Tapes ...
/2 price
Budget Records .

Southwestern
Barber Shop

.

. from $1.67

Crossroads, Heliodor, Nonesuch
Odyssey, Seraphim, Victrola

Demonstrators and Used Audio Equipment

649 North McLean

Ampex, Empire, Knight

Miracord, Roberts, Scott
MUSIC SYSTEMS FOR THE LOVE OF MUSIC

Southwestern
Pharmacy

OPUS

404 Perkins Extended

2

683-0117

643 N. McLean
Phone 272-7509

charge accounts and
student checks cashed

El Chapo
Mexican Restaurant

ESSO

2439 Summer

CAR CARE CENTER

Summer Parkway
Car Care Center

Phone 458-2433

Cautt ofI1

Open 11 a.m.-

Roat Beef UMn1ncS sN'

Arby's Roast Beef
4431 Summer Ave ni
'Ue
Sun. thru Thurs.
Fri. & Sat.

11 to 11

11 a.m.-

10 p.m. Mon. - Thurs.
12 p.m. Fri. - Sat.

Closed on Sundays

11 to 12
I
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Tourney Forecast

By Bruce Parker
The College Athletic Conference began last night with what
is perhaps its strongest field
ever. Four of the five schools
finished their
pre-tournament
s a s on with winning records,
posting a composite slate of 59
victories against only 24 losses,
through this past Monday
night's action, Washington &
Lee, Sewanee, and Washington
University all played Tuesday
night. Only Sewanee of the five
teams will end the year with a
mark under .500, having a rather meagre 2-14 record before
their last game on Tuesday.
WASHINGTON & LEE
Washington and Lee's Generals are in town with the number one seed, and an excellent
chance of living up to it. Preseason releases from W & L expressed a somewhat suppressed
optimism, warning of a "treacherous" schedule that would
make it difficult for Coach
Verne Canfield's five to match
last year's 19-6 record. All-conference candidates Mike Neer
and Mel Cartwright, who led the
Generals to their second straight
CAC crown last winter, have
propelled W & L to an improved
18-4 slate going into tonight's
contest,
VIRTUALLY ALL of last
year's squad has returned.
Neer, a 6-7 center with good rebounding ability (he broke the
CAC high jump record with a
6'6" leap in the conference meet
last spring) and Cartwright, a
6-5 forward, provide a potent
one-two punch. Cartwright leads
the team in scoring, with about
20 a game. Neer also hits close
to 20, in addition to his 12-plus
rebounds per contest. Two other
starters average double figures,
6-2 forward Stu Faube r, and
guard Norwood Morrison, while
the other guard, Charlie Stone,
is hitting just under 10 points a
game.
All things taken into consideration, Washington & Lee will
be a rough team to dethrone.
They have everything a team
needs to win: good coaching,
shooting, strong rebounding, and
team leaders in Cartwright and
Neer. As a team, they hit just
under 50% from the floor, second in the conference only to
Southwestern. Rebounding, however, as much as anything, has
enabled the Generals to hold an
11-point scoring margin over
their opponents. This, in addition to a well-balanced scoring
attack, has enabled W & L to
defeat powers such as Guilford
and Navy. They will be favorites
to beat last night's Centre-Sewanee winner, and a sli g ht
choice over their Saturday night
opponent in the Conference finals, although this writer foresees an upset.
CENTRE
Centre College's Colonels, under its new coach, Tom Bryant,

pose a genuine darkhorse threat
Lynx are probably the better
to the CAC -favorites. The Colo- ball club make Southwestern a
nels, who finished last in the slight favorite to gain the finals.
WASHINGTON'S pre - season
tournament last year, with a
dismal 2-16 record, have shown prospectus was decidedly optitheir fans a new brand of bas- mistic, since this year's team
ketball under Bryant, previous- included everyone from the prely a highly successful high vious season's squad. Aside
school coach. Bryant and Centre from Young, the Bears have
prognosticators were openly op- three men in double figures for
the year's work. Forward Mark
timistic about improvement,
and a young Colonel squad has Edwards leads these with a 14.3
borne out their predictions ad- average. Steve Dodge, a littlemirably: it took them only two used center last year, has magames to win as many as the tured a great deal, and is hitting at a 14-point per game clip
previous team won all season,
IN THEIR OPENING con- while pulling down the most retest, Centre defeated Sewanee bounds-nine a game.
Guard Ken Rinderknecht
decisively, 76-66. This win,
coupled with their continued rounds out the top scorers, avimprovement, made them fav- eraging 12.6 points. Sophomores
orites to repeat last night, in the Tom Sock and Volker von
opening round of the tourney. Glasenapp are the most likely
To win, however, they mu s t replacements for Young. This
come through on three consecu- team has good size, with Edwards at 6-7, and Dodge, Sock,
tive nights, something which
will prove difficult for an inex- and von Glasenapp all listed at
perienced tournament team. 6-5.
The Colonels' usual starting five
WASHINGTON U. should proincludes three sophomores, a vide a good game for the Lynx,
freshman, and a junior. Not a before falling to superior shootsingle senior can be found on
ing and rebounding tonight.
the entire roster, and only two they have played a rugged
juniors play.
schedule, which included teams
The team leader is junior Budof such caliber as Loyola of
dy Bak e r, a 6-1, 210 pound Chicago, Southern Illinois, and
letterman who's built more like Brown University. They defeata linebacker than a basketball
ed Florida Presbyterian by a
guard. Baker carries better than whopping 70-42, and the Florida
a 20-point average, in addition school had earlier beaten Washto rebounding remarkably well:
ington & Lee. Like the Lynx,
he led the team in rebounds his they have experienced close ball
sophomore year. The only other
games, their final two contests
man in double figures is also a going into overtime. It is interguard, sophomore Mike Coch- esting to note, however, that
ran, hitting at a 11.7 clip. All they lost four of the five games
three other starters score about which were decided by fewer
nine a game each: forwards
than four points. Southwestern,
Geor ge Strickler and Kerry on the other hand, has won most
Thomas, and center David of its squeakers, and should be
Blake.
able to again, if it stays close.
CENTRE is a young team,
SEWANEE
and not very big; Blake, at 6-6,
If Centre College is the CAC
is the only starter taller than dark-horse candidate, Sewanee
6-2. Still, they have a lot going is a horse of a darker color. This
for them, in their first winning year's Tigers have won only
season since 1963-64. In that twice in sixteen games (excludyear they finished 13-6, and fin- ing this past Tuesday night's
ished second to Southwestern in game), the worst record for
the conference tournament.
Coach Lon Varnell in his 21
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
years on the Hill, and quite difWashington U n i v e rs it y' s ferent from his CAC championBears provide the Lynx w i t h ship team of three years ago.
their first tournament test toSEWANEE'S BEST hopes lie
night. After last year's 9-4 re- in their guards, 5-11 senior
cord, and third place finish in
Frank Stainback, and six-foot
the conference, the Bruins have freshman Bob Knight. Stainback
come on strong this season, winprovides team leadership, in adning twelve of their seventeen
dition to being the leading scorcontests before the tourney. Un- er. On good nights he and
fortunately for the Bears, how- Knight are capable of providing
ever, they will face the Lynx
inore than adequate fire-power
minus junior forward Joe from the outside. In their two
Young.
games with the Lynx, both
Last year, Young was voted
scored well, and at Sewanee two
the Outstanding Player in the weeks ago, the Tigers led at
tournament, and this year he half-time before falling 69-60.
has led WU in scoring and was
This year's record was only
second in rebounding, but has Varnell's third losing one in 21
been declared scholastically inyears, but his 256-195 overall
eligible for the final games of
slate isn't going to win him any
the year. The loss of Young, the CAC championships in 1969.
ever-present home-court advantage, and the fact that the

PLAYERS ARE (left to right) Jim Gannon, Reid Click,
Steve Turner, Ron McAfee, Bill Richardson, and Jim
Meeks.

Southwestern Aquajocks Buoy
As Swimsuits Are Under Wear
By Ed White
While you are reading this articl e, some of Southwestern's
most dedicated athletes will be
flailing frantically in a hole of
tepid chlorine participating in
Southwestern's most recent athletic endeavor, aquatic masochism.
On one bleak and rainy day
last October, a group of men
gathered together for the purpose of escaping from P.E. under the guise of SW Varsity
Swimmers. T hos e men didn't
realize how bleak that day was,
for those who would last the
grueling grind were destined to
face horrible mental and physical agony at the CAC championships. A quiet prayer might be
in order.
THE TEAM BEGAN SWIMMING three days a week in late
October under the direction of
temporary coach Lindsay Abbott. A dedicated enthusiast of
competitive swimming, Abbott
worked a handful of men diligently under try in g circumstances (i.e. no jocks, no swimsuit, no towels, a bad pool, and
no one who could swim). Unfortunately, with the coming of
the new term, Coach pledged
DDD and resigned. Southwestern Coach Bretherick began
coaching one hour a week.
Even with the team down to
seven (eighteen swimmers are
allowed to compete in five
events apiece at the CAC)
things started to happen with
Co a c h Bretherick. Swimmers
were finally assigned to events
(two weeks ago) and issued one
athletic supp orter and one
"speedo" swimsuit. The team
was upset at not being issued
towels but quickly forgot their
disappointment upon learning

they could keep the jocks.
Despite new equipment and
strenuous workouts, the Lynx
Mermen haven't had enough experience and too few practices.
The teams' condition might best
be summed up by a question
asked by a small boy who was
watching backstroker Wallace
Mayton toss his cookies after
an individual medley. "Say Mister, are you all learning to
swim?" Mayton just kept on
pitching.
DESPITE LACK OF EXPERIENCE and poor conditioning,
seven Lynx-Sharks will sw im
this Friday and Saturday. Wallace Mayton will swim the 400
individual medley and the 100
back, Jim Vardaman will try
to swim the 500 free and the 200
back, Tom Grant will attempt
the 200 and 100 free. Cecil Dormant will be on the blocks for
the 100 and 50 free, Tom Mobley
will make a vague attempt at
the 100 and 200 breast, Ed White
will be trying in the 200 individual medley and the 100 fly, and
David Troutman (Lynx diver)
will be seen catapulting from
the one and three meter boards
and attempting the 200 and 50
free.
Southwestern will also be
swimming in the 800 free relay,
400 free relay, and 400 medley
relay. Coach Bretherick seems
to think that one of our relays
might take a third place because there are only three teams
swimming.
D e s pit e Bretherick's optimism this sports forecaster
sees a weak Lynx team fighting
four CAC teams who all have
pools, seasoned swimmers, and
three-hour workouts six days a
week.
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PLAYERS ARE (left to right) Tom Schoffner, Ken
Brooks, Eddie Hart, Jim Moss, George Taylor, and Eric
Caldwell.
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Lynx Roll To CAC Tilt
Downing Union, Millsaps

RON McAFEE soars to Olympian heights, just managing
to release the ball above the out-stretched hand of Union
defiance.

It's time I employed my brilliant analytic powers to the
pressing question, what is wrong
with Southwestern's basketball
team? First impulse is to just
write the current season off to
natural inexplicable phenomena - the old miracle bit. The
simple unsophisticated approach
sans scholarship, the team is
winning, and winning on a parallel with the 40 day and night
rain job God hit Noah with back
then. That was a miracle, and
this is a miracle, God just made
the basketball team win 19 ball
games and 12 of those in a row.
Simple.
AH, BUT WAIT, miracles are
tricky things, I remember back
in freshman bible how the Red
Sea never closed on Pharoah
and his boys; it was really this
swamp called the Reed Sea and
the wind blew about a foot of
the water back and the bads got

caught in the mud.
There is bound to be a logical
explanation for all this winning,
and it's not because Coach
Duckworth has a hotline to God
for Miracles. Naturally the reasons are not simple, so here it
is for what it's worth, probably
about as much as the Reed Sea
explanation.

to taste victory even though
wrestling does not count toward

IT HAS STRUCK ME with
uncharacteristic force that this
year's team has always been
able to take up slack. During the
first of the season if one of the
big guns( Brooks, for example)
had a bad night, Moss was there
with the key baskets and the big
plays.
Lately Moss' place in this respect has been taken by McAfee, Gannon, Meeks, and Hart.
This is the point, if anybody on
the team is having a bad night
somebody else always comes
through with the extra effort,
not always enough to break the
ball game wide open, but always enough to win.
McAfee is the classic example
of this-he has to be (relative
to the team) the best sixth man
in college basketball, on a par
with the likes of John Havelcheck and Billy Cunningham.
THERE AREN'T many guys
who can come off the bench and
go nine for nine from the floor
and score 19 points in 8 minutes
and turn a losing cause into a
romp. Granted McAfee doesn't
do this every game, but it's still
a good feeling to know that he
might.
A lot of coaches, including all
the pros, point to defense as the
major factor in basketball-the
Celtics claim it has brought
them the title
for so many
years, and with Russell in the
middle who can dispute it.
The Lynx may not have a
Bill Russell, but both Brooks and
Hart do a pretty fair imitation.
No team can play a really effective man-to-man without at
least one big man who can
"slough off" and stop the drive

the Bell until next year.

or whatever. The Lynx have

Sewanee Wrestlers

Challenge Lynxcat
By Charlie Durham
Southwestern's young wrestling team will be pitted against
CAC rivals at Sewanee this Friday and Saturday as the conference match begins. Inexperience, injuries, and lack of depth
have been the story so far this
year as the Lynx matmen have
lost to Memphis Navy, Sewanee, Centre, and Southeast Missouri State.
SENIOR CO-CAPTAIN David
Payne led the team with three
victories before he injured his
knee. He is not expected to see
action at the CAC. Co-captain
Char les Durham has chalked
up the only other SW victory.
The whole team-Philip LeTard, Gary Adams, Jerry Stauffer, Charles Durham, Lonnie
Kersey, Latta Johnson, Tony
Tierney, and John Troy-have

shown improvement and expect

The Lynx roundballers racked
up their 13th and 14th consecutive home court victories while
streaking to their 18th and 19th
season wins. Union fell first on
Saturday night, 77-68, while a
scant two days later, on Monday night, the Lynx cats
crunched Millsaps 96 to 63. The
game, against Union,
first
marked the first time in modern
Lynx history that staid old Mallory Gym was filled to capacity
with sometimes cheering fans.
AGAINST THE TOUGH
BULLDOGS, things looked bad
during the early going. Union,
behind the shooting of big gun
Dan Rudesill and board play of
center Ed Braly, managed to
build five point leads at least
twice in the first half. But
Brooks and McAfee managed to
stir things up a little, and by
half time the Cats had a 33-30
margin. But the lead was short
lived. From the second half tipoff until a good 4 minutes into
the half, none of the Lynx could
find the range.
Union pressed its advantage
and suddenly found itself up by

two.
OUT FRONT Gannon and
Meeks can tighten up and not
worry too much about the drive.
And with two boys as quick as
these two, along with Gannon's
raw speed, the opposing guards
have a hard time setting up
their offense, even if pressure
from Gannon and Meeks doesn't
result in a steal and an easy two
points.
But the team's real defensive
ace is Moss. Moss always draws
the opposition's big scorer, and
he usually silences him; he just
doesn't get beat often.
ON THE OFFENSIVE SIDE
we are probably as strong as
we are defensively. Brook s
seems to move naturally to the
basket, and with his eye and a
touch few big men possess, he
can gun from outside all day.
With his inside moves, what
more could you ask for.
But no team can collapse on
Brooks because Gannon and
Meeks like to bomb from above
the key. Gannon again can open
things up with his driving which
loosens up any man-to-man defens e. Hart, a self-professed
non-gunner, has started to look
like Pistol Pete-well, almost.
Moss has been in a slight offensive slump lately, but when
he gets back to his early season
form it will just be a matter of
who does the scoring, not how
much.
FINALLY, what I've said is
probably just claptrap, albeit
excellent copy. Who knows what
makes a winner? Certainly it's
part talent, but I'm not sure
that talent is more than a small
part-taking nothing from the
Lynx, because without a doubt
we have a great deal of talent.
Some teams have it, some
don't. We have it.

McCollough's Esso
ROAD SERVICE
585 North McLean
Phone 274-1881

four, 37-33, after hitting seven in
a row. But Brooks, with help
from Moss, bailed Southwestern
out again and at 13:32 hit a long
jumper to put the Lynx out
front to stay, 44 to 42. After that
with strong b o a r d play from
Brooks (he finished the game
with 19 rebounds) and outside
bombing by McAfee the Lynx
were never really threatened
again.
Brooks wound up as high
point man with 24 and had help
from Moss and McAfee with 14
and 16 respectively. Though the
Cats did not play an outstanding
floor game-22 turnovers-fine
defense and s ol d rebounding
more than made up for it. Late
in the second half the game was
"marred" by a quasi-brawl
which saw both benches and a
few fans involved.
JIM MEEKS had an easy two
on a fast break, having beaten
David Marsh, when Marsh lowered his shoulder and b e 1t e d
Meeks as he went up for the
lay-up. The move was completely unwarranted and I can't
think of anything much dirtier
to pull in basketball. McAfee
and Hart made threatening gestures towards Marsh who quickly backed away. But Meeks was
not to be denied, he came
through both Hart and McAfee
straight for Marsh.
Unfortunately all this occurred in front of the Union
bench which then proceeded to
empty on Meeks. By all Chivalric rules this calls for a hasty
counteraction on the part of the
opposing team. The Lynx responded with speed and obvious
relish. Brooks waded in swinging and the subs followed close
on his heels, McAfee passed a
few good licks, and when Union
fans hit the court a few Southwestern civies hit the floor too,
notably F r ed Kuhl, who was
reported to have struck a few

blows for freedom and his dear
old Alma 'Mater.
Jim Gannon caught a few
rights to the mouth, somehow
he was pitted against their 6'8"
center who had a few pounds on
him (he still finished the game).
IN MONDAY night's 96 to 63
romp over Millsaps, Eddie Hart
turned in his finest performance
of the season to lead the Lynx to
their 19th win. It was all Southwe s t e r n from the beginning.
Hart got things started by opening up a 21-13 margin with two
quick 10-foot jumpers.
With 8:24 left in the first half
Hart really broke things open
with two follows to give the
Cats a 29 to 15 lead. McAfee
piled it on even thicker with
two long bombs to make it 33 to
17. Brooks, Hart, and Meeks all
hit to make it 38-19 with 5:04 remaining and then McAfee
pumped in two more buckets
for a 42 to 19 edge. About this
time Coach Duckworth went to
his bench, and behind Eric
boys
Cardwell the splinter
brought in a 53-29 halftime margin.
The second half provided a repeat of the first half massacre,
and with 7 minutes still remaining in the game Duckworth took
out his starters. Hart finished
with 23 points and 13 rebounds
to lead all players in both departments. McAfee threw in 15,
to follow Hart, and Meeks,
Shoffner, Cardwell, and Brooks
all finished in double figures.
THE "STATS" echoed the
score, the Lynx blazed the nets
for a 54.4 percentage from the
floor, while Millsaps could only
manage 31.4. Southwestern also
out rebounded the Majors 57 to
32, to establish a mild supremacy on the Boards. This Friday
the Cats face Washington University (12-5) in the semifinals
of the CAC.

Sigma Nu CapturesBasketball Title
In Decisive Intramural Competition
By Tom Bayley
Sigma Nu has emerged victorious upon the heap of intramural1 roundball teams. The
Nu's, the only "A" league team
to go undefeated, captured both
rounds of basketball, thereby
avoiding the necessity of a ' layoff. In fact, there will be no
playoffs in any league because
each team that won the first
round recaptured its top berth
in the second round.
THE NU'S WERE paced by
their big guns, Russel Stanton,
Jim (Murphy, and Joel Parrish,
throughout the season to allow
their team to crush all comers.
The E's, the Independents, and
the Pikes all gave the Nu's a
run for their money, but none
of the teams could catch the
high-jumping Nu's.
The "B" league champion
KA's repeated their performances of the first round with the
same consequences. The E's
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gave the KA's their closest battle, but were unable to keep up
with the KA's persistent scoring.
IN "C" LEAGUE, the SAE's
again proved their superiority
by closing out the upstart Independents and KA's. The Independents led the E's for three
quarters until foul trouble took
them out of action. The KA's
fought back from an eight point
deficit to come, as the Independents did, within five points of
victory.
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